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FIRST DEFENDANT'S SUBMISSIONS- ANNOTATED 

PART I: CERTIFICATION 

1. These submissions are in a form suitable for the publication on the internet. 

PART II: ISSUES 

10 2. The issues are reflected in the questions for the Court's opinion, which are set out in 
paragraph 98 of the Special Case. 1 They are: 
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40 

(a) whether the first defendant ("QR"), is a corporation within the meaning of 
s51(xx) of the Commonwealth Constitution ("the Constitution"); 

(b) if so, whether QR is a trading corporation within the meaning of s 51 (xx) of the 
Constitution; and 

(c) if so, whether the Fair Work Act 2009 (Cth) ("the FW Act") applies to QR and 
its employees by the operation of s 109 of the Constitution, to the exclusion of 
the Queensland Rail Transit Authority Act 2013 (Qld ("the QRTA Act") or the 
Industrial Relations Act 1999 (Qld) ("theIR Act") or both. 

PART III: SECTION 78 B NOTICES 

3. The Plaintiffs have given notice to the Attorneys-General in compliance with s 78B of 
the Judiciary Act 1903 (Cth). QR does not consider that any further notice is required. 

PART IV: FACTS 

4. Relevant facts are agreed between the Plaintiffs and QR are set out in paragraphs 2 to 97 
of the Special Case. 2 

PART V: LEGISLATION 

5. The relevant legislation is: 

(a) The Constitution, s 51(xx); 

(b) The QRTA Act; 

(c) FW Act, ss 12, 13, 14, 26, 54,219-227,307-315. 

1 SCB Voll at 74. 
The Second Defendant filed a Submitting Appearance on 26 November 2013 pursuant to rule 23.02 High 
Court Rules 2004 (Cth). 
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(d) Fair Work (Transitional Provisions and Cor-sequential Amendments) Act 2009 
(Cth) ("FW Transitional Act") Schedules 2, 3 and 8. 

(e) IR Act, ss 4, 5, 6, 691A-691D. 

P_.tRT VI: _.tRGVMENT 

6. The Plaintiffs cla:im that QR is covered by the FW Act hecause it is a "trading 
corporation" v,i;;hin the meaning of s 51 (xx) of the Constitution. 

7. As the Plaintiffs effectively acce-pt, correctly with respect, s 51(xx) may only reach QR 
if the conception of"oorporation" is so ambulatory that for Australia;! constitutional 
pili-poses it is"&! artificial legal entity with distinct legal persona!ity''.3 The corollary of 
such submission is that t.he or>Jy artificial legal entity that may be created is a 
corporation. 

8. The Cornmcmwealth agitates a slightly more nuanced conception of"corporation", 
being "an artificial ju..r:istic entity vlit.'l a distinct, continuing legal personality t.'lat is not 
a body politic reflected or recognised in the Constitution" .4 It is, however, just as 
&-nbulatory in substance. 

9. The Commonwealth also seeks to address tc'le discord between such a definition and 
settled notions of a corporation by adding that, seemingly only for the pUt-poses of 
s5l(xx), "[a] body v;ithout members (in the sense of corporators) may be a 

corporation. "5 

10. The Plaintiffs further assart that because QR engages in trading activities on a 
30 substantial scale and is intended to operate as a CO!Thuercial enterprise, it is necessarily a 

"trading corporation" and is covered by the FW Act.6 

!1. b response, Q R submits that: 

(a) a State Parliament is competent to create an artificial juristic entity w-ithout it 
necessa..r:ily being a corporation; 

(b) there are, a.."ld were at federation, artificial legal entities other t.'w:n corporations; 

40 (c) t'le intention ofParlia.cnerrt is t.l-te defining feature of whether fui artificial juristic 
entity is crez.ted as a corporation, and that intention is manifested either by express 

P1aintiffs' subwJssions at [41]. 
4 Submissions for the Commonwealth ~Attorney-General intervening (""the. Commonwealth~s submissions") at 

[5.1]. 
5 Coiilt.i1onwealth~s submissions at [5.2]. 
6 Plairuiffs submissions at [41], [50], [63]. 
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words or by necessary implication. That was the position at federation and it 
remains the position today; 7 

(d) moreover, given the circumstances in which s 5l(xx) came into existence, such an 
outcome is not just the result of the orthodox application of principle, but the 
product of democracy; 

(e) in this case, the Queensland Parliament did not intend to form QR as a 
corporation. Indeed to the contrary, it expressly intended to create an artificial 

1 0 legal entity that is not a corporation; and 

(f) accordingly, the Plaintiffs submissions should be rejected. 

Historical considerations 

12. Subject to the Constitution, s 51(xx) of the Constitution gives the Commonwealth 
Parliament power to make laws with respect to "foreign corporations, and trading or 
financial corporations formed within the limits of the Commonwealth". 

20 13. The meaning of"corporations" ins 51(xx) concerning trading and financial 
corporations, which is the relevant point of inquiry here, must be understood in light of 
the common law and legislative developments regarding "companies"8 and 
"corporations" in the United Kingdom and the Australian colonies before federation. 
When that is done, there is no reason to conclude that any artificial legal person, with 
the possible exception of a body politic, must be a "corporation". 

14. In relation to the allied but not necessarily identical meaning of "foreign corporations", 
its content must be understood by reference to the learning reflecting both comity and a 
necessarily pragmatic approach of determining such artificial legal entity's character by 

30 reference to not only what would constitute a corporation domestically, but additionally 
what would constitute an analogous, if not necessarily identical, artificial legal entity in 
that foreign jurisdiction.9 Further, the Constitution makes a textual distinction in 
identifying such corporations, and that must be recognised. Consequently, the learning 
in relation to foreign corporations should not be uncritically applied to the present case. 
It certainly should not be a springboard to broaden the conception of "corporation" for 

40 

7 CfCommonwealth's submissions [18]. 
8 ln the nineteenth century, companies typically referred to unincorporated groups associated for a particular 

purpose or purposes: New South Wales v Commonwealth ('Work Choices Case') (2006) 229 CLR 1 at [97] 
(Gleeson CJ, Gummow, Hayne, Heydon and Crennan JJ). See also Re Griffith (1879) 12 Ch D 655, where an 
unincorporated life assurance society, established by a deed of settlement, with a board of directors, financial 
capital, shareholders and powers and concessions under a special Act of Parliament was held to be a "public 
company" within the meaning of another Act, the Apportionment Act 1870 (UK). See also Macintyre v 
Connell (1851) 20 L.J. Ch. 284, where it was held that the Union Bank of London was a public company 
within the meaning of s 14 of the Judgments Act 1838 although it was an unincorporated body, but it had 
certain public characteristics which satisfied the expression "public company". Both cases were applied inR 
v Forsyth-Grant [1955] VLR 211. 

9 ln this regard Miller J' s language from Live1pool Insurance Company v Massachusetts, quoted in the 
Plaintiffs' submissions [35], is both instructive and illustrative. 
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trading or fmancial corporations, 10 as to do so would conflate the identification of the 
subject of the plenary power with the application of the power to a properly identified 
subject. 

Development of trading corporations in the United Kingdom 

15. The first English corporations were "corporations aggregate" and "corporations sole". A 
corporation aggregate consisted of many persons united together into one society, such 
as the mayor and commonalty of a city; the head and fellows of a college; or dean and 

10 chapter of a church. Corporations sole, however, consisted of one person only and his or 
her successors. In this sense, the King was a corporation sole as was a bishop. 11 

16. By the seventeenth century, it was generally recognised that corporations were created 
in one of four ways: by implication of common law, as in corporations sole; by 
prescription, as in the case with the city of London; by Royal Charter; and by an Act of 
Parliament.12 Only the last two methods warrant further discussion, since they were the 
only methods relevant to the creation of trading corporations after the seventeenth 
century. 

20 17. The earliest trading corporations13 were created by grant of a Royal Charter, which was 
an exercise of the royal prerogative.14 Such corporations had the power to deal with 
property, to bind themselves to contracts and to do all such acts as ordinary persons 
could. They had that power despite any direction contained in the charter that limited 
the exercise of the corporate powers. Furthermore, the debts of the corporation 
established by charter were separate from the debts of the members. 15 It was not until 
182516 that legislation was enacted authorising the Crown to grant charters of 
incorporation and to declare that the persons incorporated would be personally liable for 
the debts of the corporation in the same way as members of unincorporated 
associations. 17 The Chartered Companies Act 183 7 (UK) retained that power and 

30 allowed the Crown to grant charters limited for a duration of years or any other period. 18 

40 

18. The English Parliament also created specific corporations by statute. Unincorporated 
companies, particularly joint stock companies that operated under a deed of 

1° Commonwealth's submission at [12]- [15] to this effect, respectfully, ought therefore be rejected. 
11 Sir William Blackstone, Commentaries on the Lcrws of England (1765-1769) Book I, ch 18. See also 

Stephen's Commentaries on The Laws Of England (21st ed, Vol. 2), pp. 558-9. A limited number of 
corporations sole are recognised at common law, such as the sovereign, and certain ecclesiastical offices. 

12 Sutton's Hospital (1612) 10 co Rep 23, 32; 77 ER 960, 968. See also Sir William Blackstone, Commentaries 
on the Laws of England (1765-1769) Book 1, ch 18, pp 471-2. 

13 Famous examples include the East India Company and the Hudson Bay Company, each formed by royal 
charter io the 17th century. 

14 Ron T Bathurst, 'The historical development of corporations law' (20 13) 37 Australian Bar Review 217, 219. 
15 Baron N. Lindley, A Treatise on the Lmv of Partnership: including Its Application to Com.panies (3rd ed, 

1873), p 7. 
16 6 Geo. 4, c. 91. 
17 Baron N. Liodley, A Treatise on the Law of Partnership: including Its Application to Companies (3'd ed, 

1873), p 7. 
18 Section 29; see also the discussion io Palmer's Company Law (21" ed, 1968), pp 825-6. 
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settlement, 19 would petition Parliament to obtain the benefits of incorporation and 
sometimes special powers such as the ability to acquire land compulsorily. 20 Unlike the 
situation at common law with the Royal Charters, the statute that created the 
corporation would limit the powers of a corporation21 and would often address the 
liabilities of members. Where Parliament did not incorporate a company, it sometimes 
enacted legislation providing that the company could sue and be sued by its secretary or 
chairman. 22 

19. In the 1830s, the British Parliament enacted legislation providing that letters patent 
10 could confer on companies some or all of the privileges that could be granted under a 

Royal Charter, especially the privilege of maintaining and defending suits in the name 
of the principal officers of the company.23 It was repealed by the Chartered Companies 
Act 1837 (UK), which contained provisions to similar effect.24 As Gower has observed, 
such laws 'enabled the Crown by letters patent to confer all or any of the advantages of 
incorporation without actually granting corporate personality' .25 

20. The 1840s saw the foundations of modem companies law being laid. In 1844, the Joint 
Stock Companies Registration and Regulation Act 1844 (UK) was enacted. It set out a 
procedure whereby companies could be incorporated by registration rather than, as was 

20 previously the case, by Royal Charter or special Act. Indeed, it required companies with 
members above a certain number to register. The Act marked a decisive shift away from 
the philosophy that incorporation was to be a special privilege granted by the Crown or 
Parliament. 

21. In 1855, the Limited Liability Act 1855 (UK) first enabled companies to be formed on 
the principle that the liability of the members would be limited.26 The Joint Stock 
Companies Act 185 6 (UK) followed. Among other things, the 1856 Act provided for the 
winding up of companies. Legislation relating to joint stock companies from 1844 
onwards was consolidated in the Companies Act 1862 (UK).27 Later legislative history 

30 shows a series of improvements without departure from the fundamentals of company 
law established by the 1862 Act.28 

40 

19 They comprised of persons who wished to operate jointly in commercial undertakings: see H.A.J. Ford, 
Principles of Company Law (5"' ed, 1990) at [108]. Their aim was to make the association "as nearly a 
corporation as possible, with continuous existence, with transmissible and transferable stock, but without any 
individual right in any associate to bind the other associates, or to deal with the assets of the association": In 
re Agriculturist Cattle Insurance Company (1870) LR 5 ChApp 725, 734 (James LJ). For example, the 
original Bank ofNew South Wales (1817); the Australian Agricultural Company (1824) and Australian Gas 
Light Company (1836) were joint stock companies. 

20 H.A.J. Ford, Principles of Company Lm<• (5"' ed, 1990) at [108]. 
21 Eastern Counties RYv Hawkes (1855) 5 HLC 331,348. 
22 That remained the position until 1826: see Baron N. Lindley, A Treatise on the Law of Partnership: including 

Its Application to Companies (3'" ed, 1873), p 8. 
23 See Trading Companies Act 1834 (UK) s 1. 
24 ~ I See, .LOT examp e, ss 2, 3. 
25 L.C.B Gower, The Principles of Modern Company Law (2nd ed., 1957), p 61. See also Baron N. Lindley, A 

Treatise on the Law of Partnership: including Its Application to Companies (3'd ed, 1873), p 7. 
26 H.A.J. Ford, Principles of Company Law (5"' ed, 1990) at [108]-[109]. 
27

· The 1862 Act introduced companies limited by guarantee. 
28 H.A.J. Ford, Principles of Company Law (5"' ed, 1990) at [110]. England's legislation, particularly the 1862 

Act was the model for incorporating companies in many British Colonies including India (Indian Companies 
6 
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22. In 1897, a significant development in the judicial recognition of corporations as separate 
legal entities came i..11 Salomon v A. Salomon & Co Ltd. 29 11 that case, the House of 
Lords, in considering the statns of a comp""Y registered un.der the 1862 Act, held that a 
corporation is a separate !ega! entity from its directors . 

.Development's in cetordal Australia 

The early decades of the 1800s saw widespread use ofun.incorporated joi.11.t stock 
comp<mies in New South Wales. 30 The difficulty with those companies suing and being 
sued hi their mvnnarne, however, led to various legislative reforms. The first 
"compatues" legislation in Australia dealing with joint stock compac"lies was enacted in 
NSV! in 184131 to validate c.ertain contracts "entered into hy banking and other co
partnerships". In 1842, 32 the New South Wales legislature enacted legislation allowing 
barJcs and other companies to sue and be sued in t..he name of an officer of the 
company. 33 In 1848, moreover, it enacted legislation a!lowingjoi..'1t stock companies to 
sue their members and to be sued by them. 34 

24. Subsequently, as outlined in Work Choices,35 Australian colonies passed legislation 
modelled on Engla11d's 1862 Act.36 Unincorporated joint stock companies were 
prohibited after the introduction of these Acts in the colonies. 37 Like fue English Act, 
that legislation distinguished compauies and other associations :from incorporated 
compfuri.es. Compfulies became irtcorporated by registration. 38 

29 
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:n 

34 

35 

Act 1866, Act No. X of 1866); ld:alaysia (Companies Enactment 1 897); New Zealand (The Joint Stock 
Companies Act 1860); in Canada, the Parliament of the United Province of Canada passed a general 
incorporation Act for certainjoffit stock companies {13-14 Viet, c. 28) and in 1864, a general incorporation 
gtatute v,1lS passed (27-28 Vicl, c.23) formanufucturing and mining companies. 
[1897] AC 22. 
Stephen SclsbUJ.--y and Kay Sweeney~ The Bull. the Bear and the Kangaroo: The History of the Sydney Stock 
Exchange (19&8)0 p 19 (reference to "company mania'~}; P Lipton, "1A Ff.istory of Company Law in Colonial 
Australia'' (2007) 31ll'ielbourne Univer;;ity L...."'l..P Revievv 805 at 808-9. 
An Act to li{ake Good Certain contracts which have been and may be Entered into by Certain Banking or 
other Co-partnerships 4 Viet 2\fo 14. 
See PhiiHp Lipton, 'A History of Company Law in Colonial Australia: Economic Development and Legal 
Evolution~ (2007) 3lli1elbourne Unh 1ersity I..uw Review 805~ 808. 
.An Act .for Further jacilitating Proceedings by and against All Ban/ring and Other Compcraies fn the Colony 
Entitled to Sue and Be Sued in the name of Their Chairman Secretary or Other Officer Act 1842 (NS\V). 
Compar.ies (Process) Act I 848 (NSW). Tl>is resembled legislation enacted in the United Kingdom in !826: 
see Baron N. Lbdley~ A Treatise on the Law of Partnership: including its Application to Companies (3m ed~ 
1873), p 8. 
(2006) 229 CLR 1 at [103] (Gleeson CJ, Gummow, Hayne, Heydon and Crennan JJ). 

36 Compar..ies Act (1\fSV{) lb74 (37 Viet No 19); Companies Act (Qld) 1863 (27 Viet No 4); Companies Act 
(SA) 1864 (27 & 28 Viet No 13); Companies Act (Tas) 1869 (33 Viet No 22); Companies Act (Vic) 1864 (27 
Viet No !90). Western Australia did not adopt a consolidated Complli"lies Act until1893 (56 Viet No 8), 
However: it did have a joint Stock Companies Ordinance (22 Viet No 6) which wzs based on the JofJtt Stock 
Companies Act 1856 (T.JlL). 

37 25 & 26 Vic~ c 89; Phillip Lipton, • l>~ History of Company Lav;• in Colonial Australia: Economic 
De\-'elopment and. Legal Evolution • (200-7) 3Iltfelboun-'le University Lcr.·F R~l'iew 505~ 810. 

::~: NS\V Act (37 Vfctc 19), s 17; Qld}-..ct(27 Victc4), s 17; SAAct(27 &28 Victc 13)~ 17; Tas Act(33 Viet 
c 22)~ 18; Vic Act (s7 Viet c 190) s 16; \V/'i.. Act (56 Viet c 8) ss 20-21. Companies bec.ome inc.orporated by 
registration and certification etc. 
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25. By tlte end of the 19th century, legislation had been passed in v&-ious colonies 
pemtitting some non-profit associations to be h"1Corporated as limited liability 
corporations, ruch as universities, museums or zoological societies. 39 

26. Furthermore, the Convention Debates make it evident that lhe law regarding the 
incorporation of compa11ies differed from colony to colony and that this was a factor in 
the drafting of provisions tl1at would eventually become s 51 (xx). In the Sydney debate 
h"1 1891, !\AI' Munro proposed that the corporations power should inctude "the 
registration or incorporation of companies." However, as noted by the majority in Work 

10 Choices, 40 Sir S&"Tiuel G-riffith disagreed and stated:41 

20 
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There are a great number of different corporations. For instance, there are municipal, 
trading, and charitable corporations, and these are incorporated in different ways 
according to t.'"te law obtaining in the different states ... It is sometimes difficult to say 
what is a trading corporation. \A'hat is important, however, is that there should be a 
unifonn law for the recognition of corporations. Some states may require an elaborate 
form, the payment of heavy fees, and certain guarantees ... while anot'ler S".ate might 
not ... l thtnk the states may be tmsted to stipulate how they will incorporate 
companies. alth.ough. we ought to have some general law in regard to their recognition. 

27. Although the drafting of t.c'le corporations power subsequently cha.'l.ged, the role given to 
the States in crealli;g corporations did not. 

States carr cre!llte liliew legml em: titles that are llGt eGrpGratim:ns ami cGrrfer corpm:ate 
attdbtrtes 011 an.illca.rponnted bodies 

28. In the eighteenth centUJ.-y, Blackstone identified the attributes of a corporation aggregate 
as a name; perpetual succession; a common seal; the ability to hold property in its 
corporate name; the ability to sue and be sued in that name; and the ability to make by
iaws.42 Grant, in the middle of the nineteenth centurv, referred to similar attributes in his 
treatise on the law of corporations.43 

' 

29. From the history outlined above, however, it is clear that in the nineteenth century 
British and colonial legislatures enacted legislation that conferred many of the attributes 
of a corporation on bodies wilhout actually incorporating them. The Trading Companies 
Act 1834 (u.!() and the Chartered Companies Act 183 7 (UK) exemplifY this. So does 
New South Wales legislation allowing banks and other companies to sue and be sued in 

" 
4<l 

41 

.:::-2 

-<3 

New South Wales v Commonwealth (Work Choices case) (2006) 229 CLR 1 at [1 05)-[!06] (Gleeson CJ, 
Gummow, Hayne, Heydon a.t:d C--enmm JJ). 
New South Wales v Commonwealth (Work Choices case) (2006) 229 CLI<. 1, 90-7 (Gleeson CJ, GacTh'llOW, 

Hayne, Heydon and Crenn.&'l JJ). 
Official Record of the Debates of the Australian Federal Convenrion (Voll) (Sydney) 3 April 1891~ p 685-6. 
In contras4 the framers of the Constitution considered that it wras necessary to have a !L.'"liform system of 
incorpore.ting ba.cLks as now evident ins SI(xili), 
Sir V/illiam B1ac13tone~ Commentaries on the Laws of England (1765-1769) Book 1, ch IS, pp 471-2. 
I Grant, A Practical Treatise on the Law of Corporations in General as well Aggregate as Sole (1850)~ 
pp 4-5. 
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the name of an officer of the company,44 and allowing joint stock companies to sue their 
members and to be sued by them. 45 The conferral of such rights under New South 
Wales law did not mean that joint stock companies thereby became incorporated. 46 Any 
other conclusion is difficult to reconcile with the enactment oflater legislation based on 
the Companies Act 1862 (UK), which prohibited commercial ventures by 
unincorporated companies and associations with more than certain numbers of people. 47 

30. Besides these Acts, there were instances throughout the nineteenth century where the 
British Parliament put beyond doubt that various entities were not in fact corporations. 

10 The first Act considered in Liverpool Insurance Company v Massachusetts 48 

demonstrates the point. That Act provided relevantly that the company could sue and be 
sued in the name of the chairman or deputy chairman of the board of directors, and the 
stockholders could sue the company as plaintiffs, or be used by it as defendants; but the 
Act was not to be construed to incorporate the company. In these respects, the Act 
operated like the Trading Companies Act 1834 (UK) and the New South Wales 
legislation referred to in the previous paragraph. Although Miller J regarded the 
Liverpool Insurance Company as a corporation within the meaning of American law, 
Bradley J49 correctly pointed out in his concurrence that the company was not so much a 
corporation as an example of a joint stock company, something that could not sue or be 

20 sued without legislative aid. 50 

31. The pre-federation history also demonstrates that control of whether an entity was or 
was not a corporation remained with the legislature. It stipulated the circumstances in 
which a body was incorporated and controlled the powers of the entities that it 
incorporated. Thus, the traditional attributes of corporations at common law, such as 
those automatically granted to chartered corporations before 1826, could be and were 
displaced by statute. In other cases, as with joint stock companies, the legislature gave 
many of the attributes of a corporation to an entity that remained unincorporated. 

30 32. The Constitution did not alter that position; indeed, it reinforced it. By using the words 

40 

"formed within the limits of the Commonwealth" to qualify "trading or financial 
corporations" ins 51(xx), the framers of the Constitution ensured that the States alone 
would have power over the creation of trading and financial corporations within 

44 An Act for Further facilitating Proceedings by and against All Banking and Other Companies in the Colony 
Entitled to Sue and Be Sued in the name of Their Chairman Secretmy or Other Officer Act 1842 (NSW). 

45 Companies (Process) Act 1848 (NSW). 
46 At least one joint stock company, the Australian Gas Light Company, remained unincorporated until 2002 

despite being granted extensive powers since it was established in 1836: see H.A.J. Ford, Principles of 
Company Law (5"' ed, 1990) at [Ill], fu 22; AGL Cmporate Conversion Act 2002 (NSW), s 7. 

47 For a summary of the colonial Acts based upon the 1862 Act, see Work Choices (2006) 229 CLR 1 at [103]-
[104] (Gleeson CJ, Gummow, Hayne, Heydon and Grennan JJ). 

48 77 US 566 at 569 (1870). 
49 77 US 566 at 576 (1870). 
5° For a later example that did not apply to companies, sees 37 of the Contagious Diseases (Animals) Act 1878 

(UK): 'A local authority, not being a body corporate, may sue and be used, and take and hold land and 
otherwise act and be dealt with, for all purposes of this Act, by the name or title of the local authority under 
this Act for their district, as if they were incorporated.' 
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Australia. 51 As Isaacs J observed in Huddart Parker & Co Proprietary Ltd v 
!Joorehead:52 

The creation of corporations a.11d their consequent h-rvestiture with powers and 
capacities was !eft entirely to the States. With these matters, as in the case of foreign 
corporations, the Commonwealth Parliament has nothing to do. It finds the artificial 
being in possession of its powers, just as it finds natural beings subject to its 
jurisdiction, and it has no more to do with the creation of the one ciass than with that 
of the other. 

?.3. hr the Incorporation Case, the majority quoted tJ:-Js passage with evident approval. 53 

34. The fact t.h.at the States have po~'er over the creation o-f trading corporations impLies that 
they C:Lfl choose to crea.te a given body as a corporation or somellling else. In other 
"'ords, federation did not restrict the powers of the colonies to confer the attributes of 
corporations on u..tl.incorporated bodies or to create legal entities t.nat were m!Y.nown to 
the common law. 

35. ln addition, ilie States have retained the power to create corporations t.nat lack ma..r1y of 
the attributes of corporations at common law. For example, it has sometilnes been said 
that the ability to ma..l;:e by-laws is a necessac-y attribute of a corporation. 54 Likewise, the 
existence of corporators has someth-nes been said to be essential to the concept of a 
"corporation aggregate~'. 55 The States, hoxvever, have expressly incorporated entities 
that did not provide for the makit."lg ofby-laws and did not have corporators.56 The 
capacity of the States to create such corporations is the obverse of its capacity to create 
entities that are not corporations and t.'lat are tL'Llcnown to the common law. 

36. These propositions are apparent from the aut.horities which establish that legislatures, 
includi..flg State le:;islatmes, C:Lll create a legal entity that is not a corporation but which 
has ma_lly of its attributes. In Taff Vale Railway Company v Amalgamated Society of 
Railway Servallts ('TaffVale'), for example, Fat\vel! J found that a registered trade 
union, although not a corporation, an individual or a partnership, could nonelhe!ess be 
subject to an injunction. His Lordship stated: 57 

Now, although a corporation and an individual or individuals may be the only entity 
known to the common law who Cfu"'1 sue or be sued, it is competent to the Legislature 
to give to an association of individuals which is neither a corporation nor a partnership 
nor an indhtidual a capacity for owning property ar.rd acting by agents, and such 
capacity in the absence of ex:press enactment to the contr&'''Y involves the necessary 

5
! New Sou.ih PVales v The CommortiNealth (Ir..r:xrrpora:don Ccrse) (1990) 169 CLR 482. 

52 (1909) 8 CLR 330 at 394. 
5;; (1990) 169 CLR 482 at 500 (M.asorr CJ, Brennan, Davi'son., Toohey, Gaudroii: M:cHugh JJ). 
54 Chaff and Hay (1947) 74 CLR 375 at 388 (Starke J) (quoting Grant's treatise from 1850); Sir WTilifu"'TI 

Blackstone, Commentaries on ;he Laws of England (1765wl979) Book 1, ch 18, p 475. 
55 Bank ofNer11 South Wales v Con;monwealth (1948) 76 CLR 1 :;;t 266 ('Rich a..Tld Vlilliar.ns JJ). 
56 See~ for example) the Hydro-Electric Comm1ssion of Tasmania. (considered in the Commonwealth v 

Tasmania (I983) L58 CLR 1) a..ild Victoria's State Superannuation Board (considered in Superannuation 
Board v Trade Practices Cmr.missiarz (19~Q) 150 CLR 282). 

57 [1901] AC 426~ 429. 
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correlative of liability to the extent of such property for the acts and defaults of such 
agents. It is beside the mark to say of such an association that it is u.nkuown to the 
common law. The Legislature has legalised it, and it must be dealt with by the courts 
according to the intention of the LegislatLll'e. 

37. On appeal, t'le House of Lords agreed with Fa.-well J' s judgment. 58 

3 8. In General & Municipal TifTorkers v Giilian, two members of ii'le Court of Appeal 
described registered trade unions as distinct legal entities that were not corporations. 
Lord Justice Scott stated:59 

Tnere is a tertium quid. A trade union has m&"'1Y activities; it has some 
existence: and it is something. The omission of Parliament to christen it wit_h. 
some ne\v generic name is immaterial; for Padifu"'l1ent has absolute sovereignty 
and can make new Iegai creatures if it likes. It is able, for instance, to create a 
persona juridica not previously known to law if it so chooses; or to clothe an 
existing association of natural persons <-vith what I may call co-operative 
personality, so !lS to give it the status of apersonajuridica. Io my view, that is 
just what it did in 1871. 

39. In the same vein, Lord Justice Uthwatt described a trade union as a 'near corporation' .60 

40. Io Bor,sor v _Musicians' Union, the House of Lords held that a registered u1·uon could be 
sued for breach of contract by a person whom it had vmmgfull y expelied. Ttrree 
members of t_h.e House did so on the basis that the union remai.r1ed a11. lli"'1incorporated 
body that had been gracted many of the attributes of a corporation, includhcg the 
capacity to sue a11.d be sued in its registered na.-ne and to hold property. 61 The remaining 
two members of the House of Lords reasoned, however, that the union was an 
lli"'1incorporated body that was nonetheless capable of entering into contracts a.<d being 

d l l ti.4 d'""'- '" ., b 62 sue as a ega en:L 1.-;' t~WJ.!Ct. rrom tt.s mem ers. 

41. C'haffcmd Hay Acquisitions Committee v JA Hemphill and Sons Pty Ltd ('Chaff and 
Hay')"3 also supporc;; t.he proposition that State legislatures are competent to establish 
legsl entities t.hat a:re not corporations but share many oft.heir attributes. The case 
concerned a Com.<l.rittee established by South Australian legislation. It coru;isted of four 
persons who were authorised, inter alia, to acquire certain property, hold t_he property in 
its collective ua..'lle, dispose of the property and to sue a..'ld be sued in its collective 
name. The Act which established the Committee contained no express words of 
incorporation &"'1d the COllli-nittee had no conu-non seal, but it could own property, 
acquire rights rued incur liabilities that were not liabilities of its members. The whole 

" [1901] AC 426, 4 36 (Earl ofHa!sbury LC), 436 (Lord Macrnghten}, 440 (Lord Shmd), 441-442 (Lord 
Era.>!l..pton); See also at 444 (L~:rd Lindley). 

59 [1945] AllER 593, 603. 
60 [1945] ~bJl ER 593: 60-4. 
61 [1956] AC 104, 142-1 /;~(Lord h!J:acDermott)~ 149-152 (Lord Keith), i55, 158 (Lord. SomerveJl). 
62 [1956] J.~C 104) 127 (Lord lvLor'lDn)! i29-31 (T.....ord Porter). 
G! (l947)74-CL!"l375. 
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Court held that the Committee was not a corporation as known in English law, although 
the majority held that it had a legal personality separate to the Committee members. 64 

42. In Church of Scientology v Woodward, Mason J described the proposition for which 
Chaff and Hay stands in these terms: 65 

[T]he authorities suggest that it is possible to incorporate a statutory body by 
implication or to endow it with an artificial legal personality falling short of 

10 incorporation. This may be achieved by providing that it is to own property, employ 
its own staff, enter into transactions, sue and be sued in its collective or corporate 
name. In Chaff and Hay Acquisition Committee v. J. A. Hemphill and Sons Pty. Ltd. 
(1947) 74 CLR 375 this Court held that the Committee, which did not have perpetual 
succession or a common seal, was not incorporated, but was nevertheless a legal entity 
distinct from the natural persons who composed it. 

20 

30 

43. In R v Duncan; Ex parte Australian Iron & Steel Pty Ltd, moreover, Deane J applied 
that proposition to a tribunal constituted by Commonwealth and New South Wales 
legislation. Although the tribunal continued to exist after the tenure of any incumbent, it 
did not have corporate personality. As Deane J explained:66 

Neither Act, in terms or by implication, confers corporate personality upon the 
Tribunal. In my view however, both Acts recognize that the Tribunal, whether it be 
described as a tribunal or an office, has an existence that transcends the tenure of 
office of any incumbent. It is competent for the legislature to constitute or to authorize 
the constitution of an entity of a type unknown to the common law (see TaffVale 
Railway v. Amalgamated Society of Railway Servants (1901) AC 426, at p 429; Chaff 
and Hay Acquisition Committee v. J.A. Hemphill and Sons Pty. Ltd. (1947) 74 CLR 
375, at pp 384-386, 389, 391, 393). This the Acts have, in their concurrent operation, 
done in the case of the Tribunal. It is unnecessary to attempt to define with precision 
the nature of the statutory entity which has been established. It suffices to say that the 
Tribunal has a continuing existence and that it is the Tribunal itself which is the 
recipient of the powers which both Acts confer. Those powers will lie dormant if, at 
any time, there is no individual appointed either to constitute the Tribunal or to act as 
the person constituting the Tribunal during the absence, through illness or otherwise, 
of the person so appointed. 

44. The authorities on incorporation by statute reinforce the views expressed in TaffVale 
and Chaff and Hay. It is well established that whether a corporation is created by statute 
depends on legislative intention. If the legislature does not use express words of 
incorporation, such as those found in the Companies Act 1862 (UK) or later equivalents, 

40 the courts will only consider that such a body has been created by necessary 

64 Chaff and Hay Acquisition Committee v JA Hemphill and Sons Pty Ltd (1947) 74 CLR 375, 386 (Latham 
CJ), 390 (Starke J), 399 (Williams J); contrast 394 (McTiernan J); See also Re McJannet; Ex parte Minister 
for Employment, Training and Industrial Relations (Qld) (1995) 184 CLR 620,664 (Toohey, McHugh and 
Gunnnow JJ). 

65 (1982) 154 CLR 25, 56 (emphasis added). 
66 (1983) 158 CLR 535, 587. 
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implication.67 That will not, however, occur if the body can discharge its powers and 
functions without being inco1Jlorated. As Lindley LJ observed in Salford Corp v 
Lancashire County Council:6 

If you fmd that a body not incorporated can discharge all its duties and exercise all its 
rights without treating it as an incorporated body, you have no right to treat it as 
incorporated. 

45. Consistent with these observations, in Mackenzie-Kennedy v Air Council, Atkin LJ 
expressed the view that the Air Council, a body that by Order in Council had a 
corporate name, perpetual succession and a right to sue and be sued in the corporate 
name, was not a corporation. His Lordship explained:69 

If it had been intended to incorporate the Air Council one would have expected the 
well-known precedents to be followed with express words of incorporation, and 
express definition of the purposes for which the department was incorporated. 

In these circumstances I am unable as at present advised to find in the words of the 
Legislature 'the manifest intention to incorporate' which Littledale J. in [Tone River 
Conservators v Ash] rightly thought essential. 

46. Furthermore, in Williams v Coulthard,70 Reed J considered the status of an institute 
which had been created pursuant to the Libraries and Institutes Act 1939 (SA). That 
legislation specifically stated that no institute shall be capable of becoming 
incorporated. Applying Chaff and Hay, Reed J held that the institute was not 
incorporated but nevertheless should be regarded as a statutory person, because its 
trustees had many of the attributes oflegal personality, such as perpetual succession as 
trustees, ownership of property as trustees, the ability to sue and be sued as trustees, and 
freedom from personal liability such that a judgment against them as trustees could only 
be enforced against the institutes' property. 71 

4 7. Accordingly, history and authority, together with the text of s 51 (xx), suggest that State 
legislatures can determine whether and in what circumstances corporations are created. 
They are free to confer the attributes of corporations on unincorporated bodies and to 
create legal entities that, despite having a separate legal personality, are not 
corporations. None of these propositions is reconcilable with the Plaintiffs' argument. 

67 Tone River Conservators v Ash (1829) 10 B & C 349, 384 (Littledale J), 391 (Parke J); 109 ER 479, 492-3 
(Littledale J), 495 (Parke J). 

68 (1890) 25 QBD 384, 389; see also at 390. 
69 Mackenzie-Kennedy v Air Council [1927]2 KB 517, 534 (Atkin LJ). See also Eansor v Musicians' Union 

[1956] AC 104 at 144 (Lord MacDermott). 
70 [1948] SASR 183, 191. 
71 Also see Re International Tin Council [1989]1 Ch 309. 
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Particular response to Plaintiffs' submissions 

48. The Plaintiffs arguments for the contrary view depend on several claims that should not 
be accepted. 

49. First, contrary to the Plaintiffs claim, 72 nothing in the Convention Debates suggests that 
the use of the word "corporation" as opposed to "companies" entailed a "broad notion" 
of the former. At the Convention Debates in Adelaide in 1897, in relation to the framing 
of the corporations power, the following exchange took place between Mr Deakin and 

1 0 Mr McMillan: 73 

20 

30 

40 

Mr Deakin: We want to include all limited companies because the class of companies 
I am speaking of [financial companies] deal with lands and with deposits, and they 
require to be carefully regulated. 
Mr McMillan: You want to include everything outside private companies. 
Mr Deakin: Especially land and finance companies which caused so much litigation in 
the past. 

50. Mr Barton then expressly distinguished between "corporations" and "companies" in this 
way:74 

51. 

Mr. Barton: The reason of making the difference was this: It having been seen that the 
word 'corporations,' as it existed, covered municipal corporations, the term was 
changed to 'trade corporations'. 
Mr Symon: Why not simply use the term 'company'? If you use that word it will be 
well enough understood. 
Mr Barton: Why not adhere to 'corporation'? That governs everything under the 
Companies Act. 

Mr Barton: Would it not be better to make it thus: Any trading or fmancial 
corporation. So as to separate that branch from foreign corporations. 

To the extent that the Debates shed light on the meaning of the term "trading 
corporation", they suggest that the framers were referring to a corporation as defined 
from time to time under the State Companies laws, not the broader and more amorphous 
notion of anything with a separate legal personality. 

52. Secondly, it is mistaken to claim that if QR's submissions were accepted there would be 
an unwarranted "disconformity" between the power with respect to "foreign 
corporations" and the trading and financial corporations formed within the limits of the 
Co=onwealth.75 The recognition of"foreign corporations" in Australia raises issues 

72 Plaintiff's submissions at [22]. 
73 Official Record of the Debates of the Australian Federal Convention (Vol3) (Adelaide) 17 April1897, p 

793. 
74 Official Record of the Debates of the Australian Federal Convention (Vol 3) (Adelaide) 17 April1897, 

pp 793-4. 
75 Plaintiffs' submission at [28]-[38]; See also the Commonwealth's submissions at [14]-[15]. 
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of comity between nations 76 that do not apply in the case oflocal trading and financial 
corporations operating within the same legal system. The learning also reflects a 
necessarily pragmatic approach to the recognition of foreign corporations. If it were 
otherwise, foreign corporations would fall outside the purview of domestic regulation 
unless there was an exact correlation between the law of incorporation in each state, 
leading to capricious results. Rather, what may be discerned is a recognition as a 
corporation of an artificial legal person which conforms with the requirements of 
incorporation in the domestic jurisdiction or analogous, although not necessarily 
identical, provisions in the foreign jurisdiction. In any event, this Court is yet to decide 

10 what the term "foreign corporations" ins 51(xx) means. In particular, it is unclear 
whether the broad view of its meaning posited by Murphy J in R v Federal Court of 
Australia; Ex parte WA National Football League77 (that "foreign corporations may 
include syndicates or joint ventures") is correct. 

53. Thirdly, contrary to the submissions of the Plaintiff78 and the Commonwealth,79 the 
cited authorities dealing with the purported use oflegislative "labels" in the context of 
other heads of Commonwealth legislative power do not provide a useful analogy. That 
is because s 51(xx) of the Constitution leaves the role of creating corporations to the 
States; and in order for a separate legal entity created by State legislation to be a 

20 corporation, the legislation must manifest such an intention, either by express words or 
necessary implication. In contrast, "aliens" are not artificial legal entities created by 
legislation (Commonwealth or State) but natural persons with an existence in the real 
world independent of statute. 

54. The authorities dealing with excise duties are also irrelevant, given that (i) s 90 of the 
Constitution confers exclusive legislative power on the Commonwealth with respect to 
such duties; (ii) in making the Commonwealth's power under s 90 exclusive, "it was 
intended to give the Parliament a real control of the taxation of commodities and to 
ensure that the execution of whatever policy it adopted should not be hampered or 

30 defeated by State action";80 and (iii) s 90 was intended to have the effect of withdrawing 
from the States the power they formerly had as colonies to exact duties of excise.81 

55. It is wrong, therefore, to characterise an express statement oflegislative intent that a 
separate legal entity created by State legislation is or is not to have the status of a 
corporation as an impermissible descriptor or "label" which can be ignored by adopting 
an "in substance" approach to determining whether the entity is a "corporation" for the 
purposes ofs 51(xx). 

56. Fourthly, contrary to the submissions of the Plaintiff and the Commonwealth, the 
40 decision in Liverpool Insurance Company v Massachusetts is based on an incorrect 

analysis of the character of the company. As outlined in paragraph 30 above, the correct 

76 Chaff and Hay (1947) 74 CLR 375, 385 (Latham CJ), 387 (Starke J), 390 (McTiernan J); Arab Monetmy 
Fund v Hashim (No 3) [1991]2 AC 114, 161-2. 

77 (1979) 143 CLR 190, 238-9, quoted in the Plaintiffs submissions at [29]. 
78 Plaintiffs' submissions at [12]-[13], [32]. 
79 Commonwealth's submissions at [62]. 
80 Parton v Milk Board (Vic) (1949) 80 CLR 229, 260; Ha v New South Wales (1997) 189 CLR 465,495. 
81 Ha v New South Wales (1997) 189 CLR 465,494. 
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analysis is that contained in Bradley J's concurrence. It is the only one that accords 
with the historical treatment of joint stock companies, including legislative amendments 
giving them the power to sue and be sued. Far from demonstrating the importance of 
determining whether there is a corporation "in substance", notwithstanding what the 
legislation governing it says, the decision demonstrates the dangers of such an 
approach. 82 

57. Fifthly, the Plaintiffs' reference to Haggin v Comptoir d'Escompte de Parii3 does not 
assist them. The court there found that an entity which was a corporation (a point not 

10 disputed) registered and operating in Paris, with an office and base in England, could be 
served pursuant to process rules under English law at its office in England. Further, the 
Plaintiffs quote from that case84is taken out of that context and its significance is 
overstated. The court was merely considering whether service on the English office of 
the French corporation would satisfy the rules of service under English law. 

58. The same can be said of Von Hellfeld v E. Rechnitzer. 85 That case was specifically about 
the application of procedural rules in relation to service as they applied to the defendant. 
The case does not assist this in dete1mining the ambit of s 51 (xx). 

20 59. Sixthly, the reference to the "incorporation" ofbanlcs ins 51(xiii) of the Constitution 
does not shed light on the meaning of"trading or financial corporations" ins 51(xx). 
The Plaintiffs point out that banks have long had a distinct and high degree of regulation 
beyond that applying to other corporations.86 That fact, however, says nothing about 
whether States can create entities that have a separate legal personality but that are not 
corporations. 

60. Seventhly, Williams v Hursey is distinguishable. The issue in that case was whether a 
registered union was a body corporate or another legal person capable of being sued. 
The answer depended on the effect of s 136 of the Conciliation and Arbitration Act 

30 1904 (Cth). Justice Fullagar (with whom Dixon CJ and Kitto J agreed) found that the 
union was a corporation because s 136 provided that every registered organisation was 
to have perpetual succession, a common seal and the right to own, possess and deal with 
property.87 That finding is explicable on the basis of the evident legislative intention.88 

In any event, his Honour did not consider the proposition for which Chaff v Hay stands. 
It is therefore difficult to draw conclusions about Full agar J' s reasons and what they 
might mean for the concept of a corporation ins 5l(xx). 

40 
82 Plaintiffs' submissions at [31]-[32]; see also Connnonwealth's submissions at [63]. Furthermore, consistent 

with the notion that a separate legal entity created under State law can only be a trading or financial 
"corporation" if the State legislation manifests an intention that it be incorporated, were the issue to arise for 
determination today, this Court should hold that the Liverpool & London Life & Fire insurance Company is 
not a foreign corporation for the purposes of s 5l(xx) of the Constitution. 

83 (1889) 23 QED 519. 
" Plaintiffs' submissions at [35]. 
85 Plaintiffs' submissions at [36]. 
86 Plaintiffs' submissions at [26]. 
87 (1959) 103 CLR 30, 52. 
88 There was, for example, no provision declaring that the registered union was not a body corporate. 
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61. Finally, the claim that the "essential characteristics"89 of a corporation ins 51(xx) distil 
to a separate legal personality would give the power an operation unlikely to have been 
intended. If the claim were true, there would be a serious question whether s 51(xx) 
applied to bodies politic. Although the Commonwealth and the States may be said to 
differ from corporations because the Constitution treats them as constituent aspects of 
federation,90 the same cannot be said of the Australian Capital Territory and the 
Northern Territory. 91 Nor can it be said of many foreign bodies politic. They are 
artificial persons with particular powers and perpetual succession, but they are not 
mentioned in the Constitution. It is very doubtful whether they were ever contemplated 

10 by the framers as falling within s 51(xx).92 Yet if the Plaintiff is correct, there is no 
obvious textual basis on which those entities can be excluded from the reach of the 
power. 93 That suggests that the construction of the term "corporation" advocated by the 
Plaintiff, and supported by the Attorney-General of the Commonwealth, is too wide. 

62. For the reasons above, a corporation within s 51 (xx) is a body created as such under 
State legislation. · 

First Defendant is not a corporation 

20 63. As outlined above,94 the legal status of a statutory body must be determined by 
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reference to the manifest intention of Parliament. The QRTA Act evinces a manifest 
intention that QR is intended to be a statutorJ body that is not a body corporate. 

64. First, nothing in the QRTA Act expressly provides that QR is to be incorporated. The 
QRTA Act therefore contrasts with provisions of the earlier companies Acts and with 
s 119 of the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth), which provides: 

A company comes into existence as a body corporate at the beginning of the day on 
which it is registered. 

65. Secondly, there is no necessary implication that the QRTA Act forms a body corporate. 
Subsection 6(2) is important in this regard. It declares that QR is not a body corporate, 
and it does so immediately after s 6(1 ), which establishes QR. By reason of s 6(2), it is 
difficult to see how the QRTA Act, as a matter of necessary implication, intended to 
form a corporation. It can exercise its express powers and functions, including the 
powers to contract and to sue and be sued in its name, without needing to be one. The 

89 Plaintiff's submissions at [41]; See also Commonwealth's submissions at [35]-[36]. 
90 Commonwealth's submissions at [16] (referring to Williams v Commonwealth (No. I) (2012) 248 CLR 156, 

237 [154] (Gummow aud Bell JJ)). See also Bank of New South Wales v Commonwealth (1948) 76 CLR 1, 
363 (Dixon J). 

91 These are bodies politic under the Crown established by s 7 of the Australian Capital Ten-itory (Self
Govemment) Act 1988 (Ctb) and s 5 of the Northern Ten·it01y (Self-Govemment) Act 1978 (Ctb) 
respectively. 

92 The same can be said of entities like the Coal Industry Tribunal considered in R v Duncan; Ex parte 
Australian Iron & Steel Pty Ltd (1983) 158 CLR 535. 

93 Even if this difficulty could be overcome, it is not apparent why the class of entities with a separate legal 
personality should be restricted to two: corporations and bodies politic. 

94 Paras 22 to 24. 
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situation is like that in Williams v Coulthard,95 where the presence of a section 
providing that an institute was not to be incorporated helped to establish that it was not 
a corporation, notwithstanding that the trustees of the institute had perpetual succession, 
ownership of property as trustees, and the ability to sue and be sued as trustees.96 

66. Thirdly, and relatedly, QR lacks attributes that have typically belonged to corporations. 
It does not have corporators, although at common law their existence has sometimes 
been described as essential.97 Nor does it have a common seal or the ability to make by
laws, both of which have been described as attributes of a corporation.98 The absence of 

10 such attributes, coupled with the absence of any express statement of incorporation99 

and the presence of s 6(2) of the QRTA Act, underscores the intention not to 
incorporate QR. 

67. Accordingly, QR is not a corporation to which s Sl(xx) applies. 

First Defendant is not a "trading corporation" 

68. Even if QR were a corporation, it would not be a trading corporation under s 51 (xx). 
Except where a corporation is dormant or has barely begun to trade, the activities test 

20 must be applied, and it focuses not on the purpose for which a corporation has been 
created but on what it does.100 The activity that QR undertakes, which is its principal 
source of revenue, 101 involves the provision of employees to QR Ltd under the Managed 
Services Agreement. Those employees are provided to enable QR Ltd to carry out its 
functions of managing, operating and maintaining rail services and infrastructure.102 The 
amount charged by QR is limited, in effect, to cost recovery. 103 No element of profit is 
involved/04 and the parties are not at arms' length. On the contrary, the Board ofQR is 
the same as the Board of QR Ltd. 105 
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95 [1948] SASR 183, 191. 
96 The Plaintiffs' reliance on s 6(3) of the QRTA Act is misplaced. That provision does no more than put it 

beyond doubt that QR does not have the immunities and privileges that might otherwise attach to it through 
its association with the State: compare Queanbeyan City Council v ACTEW C01poration Ltd (2011) 244 CLR 
530 at [39]-[40] (French CJ, Gummow, Hayne, Crennan, K.iefel and Bell JJ), [64] (Heydon J). 

97 Bank of New South Wales v Commonwealth (1948) 76 CLR 1 at 266 (Rich and Williams JJ). See also Work 
Choices (2006) 229 CLR 1 at [97] (describing a "corporation" as a "juristic person distinct from its 
corporators"). 

98 Chaff and Hay (1947) 74 CLR 375, 388 (Starke J). See also Sir William Blackstone, Commentaries on the 
Laws of England (1765-1769) Book 1, ch 18, pp 471-472; J Grant, A Practical Treatise on the Law of 
Corporations in General as well Aggregate as Sole (1850}, pp 4-5. 

99 By contrast, the Hydro-Electric Commission of Tasmania was expressly incorporated. 
100 R v Federal Court ofAustralia; Ex parte WA National Football League (1979) 143 CLR 190 ('Adamson's 

Case'), 208 (Barwick CJ), 233 (Mason J), 237 (Jacobs J), 239 (Murphy J); Fencott v Muller (1983) 152 CLR 
570, 602 (Mason, Murphy, Brennan and Deane JJ). 

101 Special Case [70], SCB Vall at 67. 
102 Special Case [63] and [64], SCB Vall at 65;. 
103 See Plaintiffs' submissions at [66](d) (pointing out that QR does not incur any net expense) and Special Case 

[67]-[69], SCB Vol! at 66-7 (describing the relevant parts of the Managed Services Agreement). 
104 Contrast the Plaintiffs' submissions at [68]. Those submissions, however, overlook the fact that the financial 

year covers QR and QR Ltd: SCB, Vol2 at 634-5. 
105 Special Case [ 42], SCB Vol 1 at 59. 
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69. While profit is not a prerequisite to trade, it is a relevant factor in determining whether a 
corporation is trading, as the Plaintiffs adrnit. 106 Given the peculiar arrangements 
between QR and QR Ltd, it is submitted that QR is not a trading corporation within 
s 51(xx). 

Section 109 inconsistency 

70. Because QR is not a trading corporation within s 51(xx), it is not a "national system 
employer". The FW Act therefore does not apply to it. 

71. IfQR is found to be a national system employer, however, it accepts that consequences 
follow. 107 

PART V: ESTIMATE OF TIME REQUIRED FOR OR..AL ARGUMENT 

72. QR estimates that 3 hours should be sufficient to present its oral argument. 

20 Dated: 17 September 2014. 
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Solicitor-General 
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106 R v Trade Practices Tribunal; Ex parte StGeorge County Council (1974) 130 CLR 533, 539 (Barwick CJ), 
563 (Gibbs J). 

107 Special Case [80], SCB Vol1 at 69. 
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